The offer for next generation library systems is growing. These web based solutions are a breakthrough but need careful scrutiny of sensitive issues: security, privacy, data quality, licensing of data, costs, mono-dependency on a vendor. A major issue is their potential impact on national cataloguing agencies such as ABES in France: their model is seriously being questioned by webscale management systems. How should they prepare the transition? 
1 The context: the current equipment of libraries 1
Background
The sixties were an era of separate computer applications (for loans, book orders, cataloguing). The eighties saw libraries adopt massively integrated library management systems (ILS), usually based on proprietary systems and primarily centred on the personal computer. From the nineties, parallel systems became widespread: CD-ROM networks, then, with the growth of electronic resources, specific tools such as A to Z, ERMS, Open URLs … Universities started to create platforms to manage their own production (production of research, educational resources) that evade traditional ILS.
Current situation
The result is that today, the ILS no longer is a tool for integrated document management but is largely confined to physical objects, while the broad dissemination of electronic resources, often unstable, some of which have no paper equivalent, and the proliferation of digital libraries have created a hybrid situation in libraries. Maintaining the status quo, focused on print, would lead to the obsolescence of existing tools especially as the balance between print and digital is switching en masse to digital. Worse, virtually all ILS were designed before the era of the web. Their search interfaces (OPACs) are located outside of the information circuit of users: everyone knows they all begin their search on a search engine rather than on a library OPAC. Many libraries are exposing their resources on the web -including through union catalogues -but it is a complex task, difficult to achieve by individual libraries.
The current information system of university libraries today is composed of multiple software packages and services to complete the description of digital resources, simplify navigation between the catalogue and digital resources: ERMS, link resolver, federated search engine etc.
Their operation is complex because of: -The multiplication of components (ILS, OPAC, A to Z, CMS, link resolver etc.) -The multiplicity of interfaces -The evolution -sometimes uncontrolled -of universities information systems: registry of names and laboratories, renewal of management applications that do not always incorporate the needs of libraries -The multiplicity of actors: universities, groups of institutions, consortia -The multiplicity of suppliers: software publishers, open source solutions etc. . 30 other suppliers share a total turnover of 6 million euros. Independent small and medium sized suppliers will find it difficult to mobilize significant investment required by the design of entirely new systems and adapting to FRBR and RDA. The majority of systems are aging, they offer traditional OPACs. This has to be situated in the context of a crisis of libraries with a decline in attendance and loans, the progression of digital resources and a lack of involvement in the management of information produced by universities. You have three layers of data: -Data shared by the whole community: bibliographic and autority records -Private data shared by a group of libraries: bibliographic and autority records which for some reason may not be shared with the whole community -Private data specific to a library: inventory, licenses, acquisitions, list of patrons, circulation -You share innovation Contrary to existing LIS systems which are closed proprietary systems, difficult to integrate into external systems, cloud computing solutions, through SOA (Service oriented architecture), offer the possibility to enhance existing applications or add new services to the platform through APIs (application program iunterfaces). These can be shared by the whole community through "apps galleries". Examples: Send orders to Amazon, Order New York Times best sellers.
The market

The market offer
Two vendors dominate the market: Ex-Libris (Alma) and OCLC (WorldShare).
Alma
Alma has chosen to consolidate existing systems. The modules are well known: Voyager/Aleph, SFX/bX, Verde, Digitool/Rosetta, Primo Central. URM is Ex Libris Unified Resource Management tool. Ex-Libris knowledge base uses an "agnostic" format. Ex-Libris announced in December 2011 that "over 60 institutions across three continents had so far committed to adopting Alma […] including 4 development partners: Boston College, Princeton University Library, Purdue University Library and K.U. Leuven" 5 . Ex-Libris also mentioned that nine European institutions had joined the Early adopter programme, among which: the University of York, Lancaster University, the University of East London, the Free University of Bozen/ Bolzano, and Plymouth University.
WorldShare
OCLC started developing its cloud based integrated library system in 2009. 210 libraries have subscribed to WorldShare (May 2012). In Europe, Bibsys (Norwegian consortium) was the first contract in 2010. Tilburg university library is expected to be the first European site to get live. However it is difficult to know how many sites are live.
The following functionalities are vailable: acquisitions, license manager, circulation, KB, discovery tool (WorldCat local). ILL and metada management are to follow. 4 Should we really trust vendors?
Are their solutions reliable and sustainable?
Security
Although suppliers guarantee a 24/7 availability, it is not difficult to find disaster stories. Relying on one sole vendor for all your systems may seem risky: in case of failure, everything breaks down. When choosing a supplier, you need to make sure that he demonstrates the necessary expertise and reliability and that he commits himself on a strong service level agreement.
Privacy
The vendor must respect the national legal requirements of each library. Sensible data has to be protected, especially personal data. 
Data quality
Cataloguers are rightly attached to record quality, essential to identify a document. What will be the quality of records in the community zone, many of which will originate from publishers? Sharing a common pool means that you lose control of your own records: a cataloguer's improvements can be erased by another cataloguer. Just like Wikipedia, the community zone will need some sort of regulation. 
Licensing data
Pricing
By switching to a subscription priced model, you no longer need to invest in servers. But does it mean that you'll make overall savings? Vendors are very discreet about costs.
You would expect to pay less with a next generation system or at least not more, provided that you get more services out of it. The 70/30 rule may not be totally applicable to libraries. Stating that staff can instead focus on the core mission of the library (collection building, innovative patron services etc.) ignores the issue of skills: you seldom find a system engineer who can quickly turn to collection development. The employement rules in French universities make it extremely difficult to swap jobs.
Saving time on cataloguing?
All library directors dream to spend less time on cataloguing. Relying on a huge knowledge base and linking instead of downloading records should indeed save time. But these records will need upgrading and enriching; automatic treatments won't supersede manual intervention totally. It is impossible at this stage to measure the savings in cataloguers' time.
Are all modules live?
None of the existing systems seems to be fully operational yet. We lack feedback from adopting libraries. Information is scarce and difficult to obtain.
How free are you to leave the service?
You will rely on a sole vendor whereas most libraries have bought their systems from different vendors (one for the local system, another for the link resolver etc.). You must be able to extract all your data if you decide to leave the vendor. Not an easy task once you have left all your eggs in the same basket. More competion is needed in the field of next generation systems.
ABES in the cloud?
I have presented the possible impact on individual libraries. But what would be the potential impact of web scale next generation systems on a national cataloguing agency like ABES? ABES created and maintains Sudoc, which is the union catalogue for all French academic libraries (134 legal entities, 1,400 libraries).
The existing workflow
Sudoc is not just a union catalogue but a shared cataloguing platform. Member libraries catalogue into a central data base; their records and holdings are transferred every night into their local systems. If our members choose to move to the international cloud, a shared national cataloguing platform will no longer be needed. As "the value to libraries is the network effect that coming together in the cloud provides" 9 , scale savings grow with the size of the cloud. A French union catalogue will still be needed but it will require fewer human resources than a national cataloguing platform.
The next question facing ABES is: should ABES (and not only our members) move to the cloud?
The initial idea, two years ago, was to have a group purchase of a traditional local system to help our members make savings. This would have had no impact on ABES current organization. Then some of our members came up with the idea of a next generation system. I was quickly convinced: -that the future of shared discovery service lies in the cloud, both for local and central management of systems (local library management functions, centrally shared metadata catalogue), -And that ABES had to move to the cloud as well: our platform was conceived in the 90s for physical documents. It does not fit easily with the massive integration of e-resources. Sticking to it would marginalize ABES with an aging system serving fewer and fewer members.
I did realize though that such a decision involved a revolution for ABES as it meant stopping our cataloguing platform with all the consequences on support IT staff and librarians. At first, this perspective was not shared unanimously. Our developpers first contemplated the idea of creating a French cloud; not just a bibliographic cloud (it already exists) but a complete system. They were keen to develop all functionalities. They were quickly brought back to earth when told that developing a new system takes 100 man years (3/4 M €).
We then launched a survey among our members: who is interested by such a system to be coordinated by ABES? Who needs to replace its local suytem? We were surprised by the number of positive replies. 40 universities (30% of our total membership) said they were interested, out of which 30 are committed to move to a new system by 2016.
We have started a study of the potential impact of shared system solution and a full cost-benefit analysis, due by December.
Potential impact on ABES
Technical impact -Link with existing Sudoc union catalogue: probably by harvesting the new system. -A "Sudoc" layer (sub base) in the cloud will eventually replace the existing Sudoc database. -Transition phase: we expect it to run for 10 years, with two parallel systems. The extra cost involved means that all libraries will eventually have to move to the cloud (but without any assurance that they will all choose the same vendor). -Future of the services developped by ABES around the Sudoc database (Idref: a dedicated authority file; Theses.fr: a search engine of French theses; Hublot: a metadata hub to ingest metadata in any format produced by publishers, libraries and deliver them in any format to partners after enrichment, etc.)
We need to be able to extract the data in the cloud and reuse it for other services. 
Next Generation Library Systems: New Opportunities and Threats
Organizational impact 22 FTE (librarians and IT) currently work for Sudoc. The main impact would be on system support staff (no servers or local database to support, no transfers etc.). They will provide support and training for the new system, acting as the vendor's sub-contractor. IT staff will develop new APIs, help libraries implement APIs, develop links to external systems.
Webscale management systems are here to last and develop. When they were first introduced, local systems allowed gains of productivity but did not change the organizational pattern of libraries significantly. Cloud computing is radically different: it not only liberates libraries from managing technology, "it blurs the lines between traditional jobs in libraries"
10
. While acquistion and licensing content for e-resources is currently done by separate librarians, often for the same item, cloud computing will bring a unified treatment. These changes will need careful anticipation and training for new skills.
At ABES, we have not made a decision yet (our study will help us assess all the impacts). I just wanted to share with you my sincere belief that we are at a turning point and that we'll all have to make drastic changes in our organizations. 
Raymond Bérard
